
District 49 Minutes Friday May 8th, 2020 

1. John R opened w/ “The Serenity Prayer” & “The Declaration of Unity.” 

2. Guests/Visitors-None 

3. Roll Call-Groups in attendance: 2nd Step Group, Bear Mountain Groups, Conyngham 

Group, Greater Lehighton Group, Last Chance Group, Open Minds Womens Group, 

Promises Group, Sober Saturdays Group (8/23). 

4. Tradition & Concepts 

a. Tradition 5- “Each group has but one primary purpose: to carry its message to the alcoholic 

who still suffers.” Read and discussed by Joe & Paula. 

b. Concept 5- “Throughout our world service structure, a traditional “Right of Appeal” ought 

to prevail, thus assuring us that minority opinion will be heard and that petitions for the 

redress of personal grievances will be carefully considered.” Read and discussed by John 

5. Officers Reports 

a) DCM Report-John R-I was able to sit in on the Pre-Conference Sharing Session, not 

much happened. The previous Saturday, I was able to attend a Workshop on Finance 

and PI, I took a lot of notes on this. As far as the Pre-Conference Sharing Session, 

three things of note 1) People should update their emails 2) There is a new Pamphlet 

which was approved-The Mental Health Unit 3) The Spanish version of the 4th 

Tradition is now available 4) They are planning a Bridging The Gap book 5) It was 

brought up that groups should try to get the Non-Alcohol Hand Sanitizer for when 

Groups re-open 6) They will be coming out with a new Bridging The Gap forum, 

working on a new Pamphlet. As far as the Workshop on Finance and PI, it was 4 

hours long, most of which was taken up discussing Finances. The main question was 

should we collect Money through Zoom? It was decided that it should be handled by 

Home Groups/Districts. Regarding PI, it was brought up that it is OK to make Public 

Service Announcements regarding Zoom Meetings, Contacts, and Sponsorship 

because of the dis-connect caused by Covid-19. Items such as the Hotline would be 

good. It is a good idea to keep people informed that we are still available to help the 

still suffering Alcoholic. This would include advertising on Bulletin Boards. There is a 

Worldwide meeting called 247aa.org. It is a Worldwide Meeting on Zoom that runs 

24/7. We should try to encourage newcomers to stay online before and after the 

meeting.  We can also tell Doctors, Hospitals , and Professionals  about the Zoom 

meetings. Another topic that was brought up was Zoom Bombers. Nonmembers are 

getting ahold of meeting ID’s and disrupting meetings. Once face to face meetings 

start, please be safe. 

b) ADCM Report- Joe L- Also attended the Workshop with John.  Go to 

https://area59aa.org/  and you can find .PDF files regarding Slides. Click on Members 

https://area59aa.org/


and you will find the files. Finance discussed ways for the Groups to set up for 

collecting the 7th Tradition, via Venmo, Paypal, Cashbox. That is the responsibility of 

individual Home Groups. PI mainly discussed how to handle Zoom meetings with 

topics on Security, maintaining Anonymity, etc. A lot of upcoming events have been 

cancelled, including Hickory Run Campout. 

c) Secretary Report-Lou D-No minutes from last month (April) as the meeting was 

cancelled, and I did not attend March as I was in Quarantine. The Zoom meeting is 

being recorded and I will turn the file over to Archives once I have completed typing 

out the minutes. 

d) Treasurer’s Report-Vickie B-Made 2 Deposits from the last meeting, one was for $75, 

the other was for $36. It was 2 months 7th Tradition. I did listen to some of the 

Teleconference and the discussion they had regarding collecting monies was beyond 

my pay grade. I have questions about maintaining peoples Anonymity and Securing 

personal data, and am recommending to my Group not to pursue this avenue.  

e) Intergroup Report-Joe L-No report, there have been no Intergroup meetings. 

6. Group Problems, Issues, or Question on the District, Intergroup, Area, and GSO 

a) Judy wanted to know if there was a GSO Live Conference. John said they 

would be doing a video Conference. 

b) John brought up that there was a Group that was temporarily formed on 

Facebook, because of the Pandemic, and that you needed to be Invited or 

Recruited. They are violating a lot of Traditions by breaking Anonymity, 

referencing Religious publications and Bible Verses, Posting Pictures of AA 

Copyrighted materials such as Anniversary Coins. John asked a member about 

it and they said it is not our District, and if he did not like it to block it. John 

called the Chairman for Panel 69, Steve Schmidt. Steve backed up the group 

by saying we have been breaking the Traditions since the 1950s, and that 

there is no AA Police. Every Group has the right to be wrong. Traditions are 

not rules. We cannot punish meetings and have them do what we want them 

to. He basically said it is not OK but OK to break Traditions, based on what is 

going on. Joe and I will need to attend on June 14th because there is voting 

that will be taking place. Paula-brought up there was several different things 

such as Bible Verses, specific Books not from AA, and other things going on. 

Paula’s concern was the Bible Verses and Gardening Books being posted at a 

Facebook AA Site. She was admitted to the Group. Her main concern was 

Newcomers getting a mixed message, especially with the Religious overtones 

on the site. She was concerned it would push Newcomers away. She was 

concerned with breaking the Traditions regarding Press, Radio, and Films. 

John said he cannot agree or disagree, but after talking to Mr. Schmidt, he 



reiterated Steve’s comments. Paula’s main concern was that this is not a 

Group, and that it is a Facebook site. John stated that they have posted on 

Facebook that they are only a Temporary Group, that it was set up due to the 

Covid-19 situation. John did speak to one of the members of One Step at a 

Time, which is on Facebook, they told him if that if he didn’t like it to just not 

participate, that it was a temporary Group. Paula was asked by Vickie if the 

site could take her Home Groups names off the list. Vickie asked for the 

Facebook address to make sure that personal or Home Groups within the 

District aren’t listed on the site.  

c) Vickie stated that she was not concerned with the site, she just ignores it and 

goes where she knows she will get a clear AA message. She did have a 

question about what happens to the recorded meetings. I stated that the 

Taped meetings are all on the Tape Recorder, but I do not know how to 

transfer these. The Zoom meeting would be saved on my hard drive (Joe had 

a question about this as well). I can give the Zoom recorded meeting to the 

Archives Chair, but I do not know what method to transfer the Tape recorded 

meeting (This was off the topic of the Facebook Meeting). 

d) Paula brought up that we were unable to get the Greater Lehighton meeting 

up tonight since the District Meeting was being run on the same account. 

Vickie stated that she had the District Meeting set up on the District Account, 

that you cannot run two meetings at the same time on the same account. Lou 

asked Vickie if she had run into any problems with Groups that may have 

overlapping meetings on the District Account. Vickie explained that many 

Groups have their own accounts, so meetings should still be able to run. 

e) Vickie wanted to know if we are still paying the rent for the District Facility. 

John said we would need to ask Chris about that. Vickie said we are paying 

$14.95/month for the Zoom Account, and that is not a problem to continue if 

need be. 

7. Committees 

a) Archives-Dan B-Not Present 

b) Corrections Men-Chris H- Not Present-No Meetings 

c) Corrections Women-Millie-Not Present- No meetings 

d) Hospitals & Institutions- John R-No change-no meetings currently 

e) Public Information-Frank B-Not Present-John discussed the information from the 

Workshop  

f) Unity Breakfast/Workshops-Dan-Unity Breakfast-Dan said it is not cancelled and will 

be re-scheduled as soon as things open. 

g) Grapevine-Monica-Not present-John-They are coming out with a Grapevine book. 



h) Website Report-Vickie B-Please let me know about any Celebrants. The Website has 

been updated with Zoom Meeting information and Event Cancellations. 

i) Unity Report-Celia-Barb Y is present as the GSR for Bear Mountain Group 

8. Upcoming Events-  

a) Joe-Nothing on the Horizon 

9. Old Business-  

a) Structure Manual-Lou-Don’t think we ever completed the Structure Manual it will be 

expired before we approve it. John said we did address what needed to be changed, 

that we did not need to re-write the entire Structure Manual. Vickie said she could 

send a PDF file to Lou to review and vote on at the next meeting. 

10. New Business- 

a) Lou-How do we handle the District Account. Vickie will start the District Meeting 

with the District Account and Lou will start the Greater Lehighton meeting.  

b) John mentioned that he would like to dig deeper into this One Step at a Time Group                   

on Facebook.  Joe suggested asking Ken our Area Rep for our District to GSO to   

reach out and ask him for input on that Group. Judy stated, the whole thing about 

that Group on Facebook is that it is not a sanctioned AA Group, and it is up to the 

individual if they want to participate or not. Just don’t participate. Lou stated his 

main concern was whether or not they are calling themselves or identifying as an AA 

Group, as this could be considered a violation of Tradition 4, “Each Group should be 

autonomous except in matters affecting other Groups or AA as a whole. Are they 

using AA Literature? There is a fine line with regards to this. They could be 

misrepresenting themselves. They could be affecting other Groups. Vickie said they 

do not advertise themselves as an AA Group. They claim they are not affiliated with 

AA or the ABE Intergroup, however they show virtual Coins from AA and other AA 

literature. Paula stated she is concerned about the Newcomer. Apparently, 

members of the One Step at a Time Facebook Group are adding people without 

them knowing about it. There was much discussion that followed. The General 

consensus was that we really cannot do much about it, and that we really don’t 

need to worry about it. There was a concern about how someone can be added to 

the Group without their consent, that is a problem.  

11. Motion to Close- John asked for a motion to Close. Lou 2nd. 

Yours in Service 

Lou D-aadistrict49secretary@gmail.com 

 

Information regarding the AA Meeting App 

https://meetingguide.aa.org/ 

mailto:aadistrict49secretary@gmail.com

